
    

 

Mr. Andrej Lebedev 
Freelance translator, lawyer-linguist for languages: German, English, Russian (native 
language), Ukrainian (native language) 

 
 WORK EXPERIENCE   

 

 

 

1992 - Present 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

2001- 2015 

 

 

 

 

 

1994 -1999 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

EDUCATION, SKILLS 
 

1987-1994 
 

 

1997-2000 
 
 

Technical education 

Freelance translator and interpreter, lawyer-linguist, sworn translator  
Translation and interpreting from German (CEFR C2 Level / ILR translation performance 
level 4+, B language according to AIIC and SCIC classification) into Russian (mother 
tongue) and Ukrainian (mother tongue) and vice versa, as well as translation from English 
(CEFR C1 / ILR translation performance level 3+) into Russian and Ukrainian in the fields: 
criminal, commercial law, intellectual property, engineering, renewable energy and new 
materials, patents, research and development, as well as literary translation (Vienna's 
impressionistic literature, etc.), theology, PR, marketing. 
 

Translation of certificates, court documents, contracts etc., knowledge and experience in 
legal systems and terminology in EU, CIS countries: Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan and Ukraine. Translation for joint Research and Development 
projects: patents, technical, legal and commercial documents, drafting license and cooperation 
agreements. 
 

Austrian Embassy in Ukraine, Foreign trade organisation of Austrian Federal 
Economic Chamber, translator, legal and marketing officer  
Translation and Interpreting. Legal advising on customs, logistics, certification, licensing and 

technical regulations, writing, reviewing and translation of contracts, and international trade 

documents. Export and import consulting. 

 

Unternehmensberatung J.W.Post und Partner, Köln, junior consultant 
Client acquisition and building partnerships for German companies in CIS Countries; 
developing of optimal financing, manufacturing, logistics and distribution models for joint 
ventures. Preparing of project feasibility studies and cost-benefit analysis; assisting 
Ukrainian companies and joint ventures in application for loans of international lending 
institutions, advising on Ukrainian law; market and competitive analyses; translation, 
interpreting. 

 
 
 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kiev, Ukraine: Diploma in translation and 
interpreting from German and English into Ukrainian and Russian. 
 

Taras Shevchenko National University of Kiev, Ukraine: Diploma in Law with distinction, 
Specialization: commercial law, international private law. 
 

Professional training as a diesel generator / power system technician, with military 
experience in the field.  

 

Mother tongues Russian, Ukrainian 

 

Other languages UNDERSTANDING  SPEAKING  WRITING  

Listening  Reading  Spoken interaction  Spoken production   

German C2 C2 C2 C2 C2 

English C1 C2 C1 B2 B2 
 Levels: A1/2: Basic user - B1/2: Independent user - C1/2 Proficient user 

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

 

Communication skills 

 

 

Computer skills 

 
Participation at ICC-seminars in Germany and Austria as a speaker on trade relations with Ukraine, 
import-export operations, Ukrainian customs law. Excellent verbal and written communication skills. 
 
MS Office, customs, legal and translation applications (Trados, Across, MemoQ). 

 


